Gensuite Attending 2017 Environmental
Leader Conference
Gensuite experts Meghan Foley and Chris Pansing will share Gensuite’s cloud-based compliance
and management systems software solutions during the 2017 Environmental Leader Conference
in Denver, Colorado from June 5-7.
Over the last two decades, Gensuite has helped global organizations across a diverse array of
industry segments realize continuous improvement and excellence in their risk and compliance
management programs. Gensuite’s software applications extend beyond functions in EHS &
Sustainability to serve Quality, Responsible Sourcing, Product Stewardship and Security, offering
a holistic solution for compliance and management system needs. Each Gensuite application is
developed to match the requirements expressed by everyday program processes—including
cutting-edge mobile capabilities, multilingual interfaces, flexible configuration features,
integrated analytics and an innovative Software as a Service model.
In 2017, Gensuite continues its commitment to continuous evolution by exploring new drivers for
human and operational engagement. Gensuite is currently partnering with a number of
organizations to deliver corporate-level and practical shop floor value, including developments in
Virtual Assistants, Augmented Reality, Beacons, and Wearable Technology.
During the Environmental Leader conference, Chris and Meghan will demo Gensuite’s platform,
and will share best practices and insights into Gensuite’s latest projects involving emerging
technologies, such as Artificial Intelligence and Virtual & Augmented Reality. Join them at booth
#306 and enter for a chance to win an Amazon Dot!
Gensuite® cloud-based IT solutions enable you to achieve your vision for robust and effective
business compliance processes and management systems. The result of two decades of
systematic innovation and evolution, Gensuite today offers proven product suites for
Environment, Health & Safety (EHS) and Sustainability; Quality; Security; Responsible Sourcing,
and Product Stewardship. Our 65+ integrated, award-winning Web applications provide
comprehensive program support, delivering enterprise operational excellence and risk
management. All Gensuite applications share an innovative and patented architecture, with
integrated and intuitive interfaces, real-time trending & analytics, and best-in-class Mobile
capabilities. Gensuite subscribers are assured of an absolute commitment to and a track record
of product & service excellence, with services spanning hosting, maintenance, support,
customization, implementation & strategy consulting and continuous product evolution; and an
unmatched collaboration and innovation community spanning 140+ global subscriber
companies!
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